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Gentlemen:

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report 94-006-00 concerning a Procedure Deficiency
Vhich Resulted in an Unexpected. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Isolation.
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If you have questions or require additional information, please contact Henry
Hegrat - Regulatory Affairs at (216) 280-5606. 1
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On February 10, 1994 at 1620, a Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system
inboard containment isolation occurred during the performance of an isolation logic
system functional surveillance instruction. Investigation of this isolation

'

determined that the surveillance instruction adjusted trip units lE31-N685A (<
B close to their trip setpoints. When the inboard containment isolation valves
were opened as directed by the surveillance instruction, a pressure perturbation in
the steam supply line resulted in an isolation signal being generated by the trip
units.

'The root cause of this event was an inadequate procedure. The surveillance
'

instruction did not ensure that the input to the trip units was adjusted with
sufficient margin to the trip setpoints during the performance of the instruction.

As a result of this event, the surveillance instruction will be revised to ensure
that the trip setpoints are cleared by a sufficient margin during the performance
of the surveillance instruction. Additionally, a review of other similar.

surveillance instructions will be performed to identify those instructions that
contain similar inadequacies. These surveillance instructions will be revised to
provide sufficient margins to the associated trip setpoints.
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I. Introduction

On February 10, 1994 at 1620, a Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system
(BH] inboard containment isolation occurred during the performance of an
isolation logic system functional surveillance instruction. At the time of
the event, the plant was in Operational Condition 4 during a refueling outage.
The reactor vessel pressure was atmospheric and reactor coolant temperature
was approximately 80 degrees Fahrenheit.

On February 10 at 1934, notification was made to the NRC as required by
10CFR50.72(b)(2)(ii). During that notification, the containment isolation was
incorrectly stated as an outboard isolation. Additionally, during the
explanation of the event, the exact mechanism that caused the isolation was
not understood. On February 11 at 1323, the NRC Operations Center was
notified that the isolation had been an inboard isolation rather than an
outboard isolation as originally reported. This event is being reported under j
the requirement of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv). i

i
|

11. Description of Event

On February 10, 1994, surveillance instruction (SVI) B21-T1403, 'RCIC
Isolation Logic System Functional Test,' was being performed. This SVI

,

is performed only during Operational Conditions 4 (Cold Shutdown) or 5 '

(Refueling) and functionally checks the automatic isolation of the RCIC system
logic by simulating various inputs in conjunction with installed test
switches.

In accordance with steps 5.1.1.10 & 5.1.1.11 of the SVI, Transmation 1040
instruments (mil 11 ampere voltage output) were connected to trip units
1E31-N685A & B (RCIC Steam Supply Pressure - Low) of the Leak Detection System
[JE) and the Transmation outputs were increased until the trip setpoints of
the trip units were cleared. The output signal of the Transmations are
connected in parallel with the output signal of the associated leak detection
pressure transmitters such that the trip units sense the combined signal of
the Transmation plus the transmitter. The pressure transmitters are not
disconnected from the instrument loop.

At 1620 during the performance of SVI step 5.1.4.1.c which opens RCIC steam
supply inboard containment isolation valve 1E51-F063, a RCIC containment

|
isolation signal was initiated which automatically closed inboard containment |

isolation valves 1E51-F063 and 1E51-F076 (opened in step 5.1.4.1.a). I

1
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Following the isolation, both trip units 1E31-N685A & B were inspected and
discovered to be operating properly with no trip signals present at that time.
An investigation of the RCIC containment isolation was initiated to determine
the cause of the isolation signal.

Prior to the start of the SVI on February 10, reactor vessel water level had
been raised from just under the reactor vessel penetrations for the main steam
lines to the reactor vessel flange in order to support reactor vessel head
removal. This activity filled the main steam lines with water. It is
believed that the RCIC steam supply line (connected to main steam line A)

: contai~d a large air bubble near the RCIC inboard containment isolation
valves. The available vent path was isolated due to plant conditions.

It was concluded that because of l.his air bubble, a pressure perturbation in )
the RCIC steam supply line occurred when 1E51-F063 was opened as required by '

SVI step 5.1.4.1.c This pressure perturbation caused the pressure sensed by
j the differential pressure instrument for trip units 1E31-N685A & B to

momentarily decrease. This differential pressure instrument is located in an'

elbow on the RCIC steam supply line between the reactor vessel and the inboard
containment isolation valves. Thus, the total signal to the trip units was
momentarily decreased to below the. trip setpoint causing the trip units to

,

trip then reset.
i

A review of the performance of the surveillance instruction identified that !
~

the Transmations installed in step 5.1.1.10 & 5.1.1.11 by Instrument and

1 Controls (I&C) technicians had been adjusted _until the trip setpoint was just j

cleared. This is consistent with the wording of the SVI step which states: ;
; " Slowly increase TRANS-2 output until 1E31-N685A TRIP LED off." (Similar |

wording exists for 1E31-N685B.) Since the trip setpoint was just barely
i cleared, a sml1 perturbation in the pressure in the sensed linu caused a trip

signal to be momentarily generated.

Following the investigation of the RCIC system isolation, the Transmation ;

outputs to the trip units were increased significantly above the trip
setpoints and the SVI was completed satisfactorily.

h

III. Cause of Event

i The root cause of this event was an inadequate procedure. SVI-E21-T1403 did
not ensure that the input to trip units 1E31-N685A & B was adjusted with
sufficient margin to the trip setpoints during the performance of the SVI.
As a result, a small pressure transient during the opening of an inboard
containment isolation valve. caused the trip setpoint to be exceeded.

weav -
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IV. Safety Anal / sis

The RCIC system is designed to maintain sufficient reactor water inventory
during reat. tor vessel isolation conditions to permit adequate core cooling to
take place. During this event, the reactor vessel was at atmospheric
pressure end the plant was in Operational Condition 4 (Cold Shutdown) . The
RCIC syster, and the associated Leak Detection System instrumentation were not
required to be operable. The surveillance instruction involved in this event
can only be performed when the RCIC system is not required to be operable.
The containment isolation valves closed on the low pressure signal as
designed. Since this surveillance is only performed with the plant shutdown4

and the affected components performed as designed, this event was not safety
significant.

; V. Similar Eventa

On June 3, 1992 at 2236, while performing surveillance instruction
ISI-B21-T13001-1, " Reactor Coolant System Leakage Pressure Test,' a steam>

supply pressure low isolation signal and the associate RCIC system isolation i

were initiated when RCIC isolation valves were opened as required by the |

: instruction (see LER 92-014). The cause of this event was a procedure ,

deficiency. The surveillance instruction specified that reactor pressure :'

should be stabilized above the isolation setpoint; however, it did not provide ;

sufficient margin to account for minor pressure transients when the RCIC 1

| system isolation valves were opened. )
' 1

Although both events were caused by procedural deficiencies, the 1992 event j

required that the actual reactor pressure be established to ensure that the i
'

trip setpoint would not be reached. In the current event, the actual reactor
.

! pressure is expected to be low and voltage output instruments are utilized to
; ensure the signals to the trip units are above the trip setpoint.

;

i
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VI. Corrective Actions

As a result of this event, the following corrective actions will be performed. i

1. SVI-B21-T1403 will be revised to ensure that the trip setpoints are.

cleared by a sufficient margin during the performance c,f the
surveillance instruction. This instruction is performed once during
each refueling outage.

2. A review of other I&C surveillance instructions will be performed to
identify those instructions that utilize Transmations to modify
signals to trip units. These surveillance instructions will be |
revised to provide sufficient margins to the associated trip
setpoints.

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as (XX).
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